
 

 

  

 

 

“Independence is a 

heady draught, and if 

you drink it in your 

youth, it can have the 

same effect on the 

brain as young wine 

does. It does not 

matter that its taste 

is not always 

appealing. It is 

addictive and with 

each drink you want 

more.”                

-Maya Angelou 
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(a Time after Time side-story) 
Summary: A Time after Time side-story, this piece explores Karin’s background, her 

involvement in Appius’s death, and her encounter with Sookie and Eric two years later.  

It should be read after Time after Time and serves as a kind of epilogue. 

A/N: The following Karin POV contains a lot of her memories.  However, it begins not 

long before Appius is killed in the Time after Time narrative. 

Disclaimer: All publicly recognizable characters, settings, etc. are the property of their 

respective owners.  No profit has been made from this work.  The author is in no way 

associated with the owners, creators, or producers of any media franchise.  No 

copyright infringement is intended.  The events in this story have been inspired by True 

Blood and the Southern Vampire Mysteries book series.   
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Part 1: Origins 

KARIN POV 

 My maker had taught me stealth. 

 He had taught me patience. 

 But it was from watching Appius Livius Ocella hurt him in Rome that I’d learned 

how to hate.   

 Hate was such an interesting emotion; actually, it was a living creature.  It grew 

and festered—when it had good reason to. 

 Eric Northman. 

 He was a good reason to hate—not that I’d ever hate him. 

 But I did hate any who would harm him. 

 

 “Others of my kind have killed your family.  And you will soon die as well.” 

 Those had been the first words Eric had ever spoken to me, even as his fangs had 

glinted in the moonlight. 

 But they’d been pearl white. 

 Not blood-stained.  

 By that point, I’d seen the points of several pairs of blood-stained fangs. 

 Fangs that had tortured my family for days. 
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 Fangs that had been elongated as the creatures who “owned them” had 

somehow controlled our minds so that we couldn’t seek out help during the day.   

 Every night for a week, I’d heard the sounds of flesh tearing—often my own. 

 But that night, I’d stopped hearing the agonized screams of the others in my 

family for long enough to know that I was the only one left alive. 

 I gurgled out a curse at the monster looking at me.  Given my injuries, it was 

surprising that I could even do that. 

 He chuckled.   

 “Hate me if you like, but take comfort in the fact that I’ve killed all but one of the 

vampires who killed your folk.” 

 “Thank you,” I choked out. 

“I didn’t do it for you,” he said breezily.  “They were wreaking havoc in this 

region, and I was hired to kill them.  Still—I am glad that they are dead.  And I will 

hunt the last of them.” 

 I gurgled a little more—this time in agreement and thanks.  And then I cursed 

the clean-fanged creature again. 

 “Monster,” I managed.  “Fuck you.” 

 He smirked. 

 “I sense that you feel I didn’t fulfill my job soon enough—given the situation 

with your family.  However, I was hired only tonight—if that changes your perception 

of me.  I hope that it does.” 

 There was something in his eyes. 
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 Something benevolent—even as it was violent. 

 Something asking for acceptance. 

 He was offering me a choice. 

 “Would you like to help me catch the last of them?” he asked. 

 I somehow knew that what he was really asking me was if I wanted to be like 

him. 

 “Don’t want to be like them,” I coughed, thinking of the monsters who had 

tortured my family for nothing other than their pleasure. 

 “Then don’t be.  I’m not,” he said with certainty.  “I kill their kind.  Be like that—

if you want.” 

 I considered for a moment, even as I felt my body grow colder.   

 “You must decide quickly,” he whispered. 

 I nodded my head as much as I could—which wasn’t much. 

 He didn’t hesitate before biting me.  

 It hadn’t hurt.  Truth be told, I was already practically drained by then.   

 My last thought as a “living” creature was that there was a bloody wrist being 

pushed against my lips. 

 Obviously, I’d drunk. 

 

 I’d awoken as a vampire for the first time in a cave. 

 My first moments of “living death” were not that unique—given the time in 

which I was “made.”    
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 It was winter.   

 The first conscious thought I had was that I should have been cold.  But I wasn’t 

cold. 

 I felt my own flesh.  It was frigid.  It felt dead.  

 And yet. 

 Yet. 

 I was not cold.  

I could see and I could feel. 

In fact, I could smell the snow more strongly than ever before, as if every flake 

had its own scent.   

 “Do you know the word ‘vampire?’” my maker asked.  His voice was like a 

touchstone, and I opened my eyes to look upon him.   

 I shook my head.  “No, but you said the word before.” 

 “You’ll learn what it means soon enough,” he smiled.  “Do you believe in 

mercy?” he asked. 

 “Yes,” I responded. 

 “And you want to be nothing like those who harmed you and killed your 

family?” 

 “No!” I yelled out angrily.  “Nothing!” 

 How could he even ask! 

 He nodded and seemed pleased.  “Some vampires change as soon as they rise.  

They forget their humanity.” 
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 “I won’t ever forget!  Or forgive!  But I don’t want to be like them!” I called out.  

The sound echoed uncomfortably in my own ears. 

“Good.  Then I command you to kill no humans unless they threaten your life.” 

 I felt a ripple throughout my body—as if I was being transformed. 

 Again. 

 “I am Eric, your maker,” he said.  “And you and I are going to have a good life 

together.”   

 “You said we would hunt the one that got away,” I panted. 

 “We will,” he said, looking contented.  “But there will be time for that.  For now, 

I have a question for you.” 

 “What?” I demanded. 

“Are you thirsty?” 

 I growled so loudly that the sound reverberated in my body, shaking me.  

 Yes—I was thirsty.   

 Suddenly so thirsty that I wanted to kill for a drink.   

 But I knew I couldn’t because of the command that had already been issued to 

me. 

 My maker told me to stay where I was, and within minutes, he brought three 

people into the cave.   

All of them seemingly mindless. 

 “They have been glamoured so that they won’t remember those,” he smirked, 

motioning toward my mouth. 
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 And that was when I felt them: fangs. 

 “Let me show you how to feed so that you don’t kill,” Eric said. 

 And he did show me. 

 And then he taught me other things. 

 And—eventually—he helped me as I hunted down the one who had gotten 

away. 

 

 All my life, I’d been restless—even before I’d “died.”   

 My human mother had told me that I ought to have been born a boy.  But I 

wasn’t so lucky.   

 I was born female—weak by tradition and biology according to the people group 

I was born into.   

 My life path had been determined from the day of my birth.  I grew up helping 

my mother tend to the household and the little garden of cabbages, onions, potatoes, 

and carrots which fed our family.  My father and brothers worked the fields of richer 

men in order for us to be able to stay in the home that the hands of my forebears had 

built from wood which they’d cut down—on the land where they’d toiled long before a 

so-called “lord” had arrived. 

 When I’d come of age and proven to be “pretty” to the eyes of those around me, 

I’d done all that I could to keep myself “homely,” but—eventually—men had found me.  

I’d had my first child when I was thirteen.   

 A boy.  The son of the son of the lord of the manor.   
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 A second child by that man had been stillborn.  

 A third child by a stranger who had attacked me in the dark one stormy 

afternoon was born the summer of my seventeenth year.   

She’d been a pretty daughter. 

 My first thought was that she would be better off dead, but I cared for her with 

diligence nonetheless.  It’s just what one did.  

 The good news was that my family didn’t shun me or judge me—despite my 

unwed status or children.  They’d known that I had no choice in the matter. 

 And—eventually—I had no choice about marriage either.  A strong man from a 

village close to where my family lived “selected” me.  Nils was his name.  He came to 

live with our family—since his own home had burned along with his first wife.   

 Nils was a hard man, but—ultimately—a decent one.  He joined my father and 

brother in the “family work.”  His contributions were welcome. 

 And his presence offered me some protection. 

Still, I’d always felt the impulse to get away from the life I’d been born into.  So, I 

suppose, that it wasn’t a surprise that I’d wanted to “get away” from the second life I 

was given.  

 Oh—Eric was a good maker.  He even indulged my wanderlust.  For a long time, 

we explored together, but that exploration didn’t prevent me from wanting to be on my 

own.  The desire for separation and complete independence was ingrained within me.  

 A part of my bones that couldn’t be fought.  
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 Eric had withheld my freedom from me for a long time, and eventually, I’d 

resented him a little because of that.   

 But I’d never stopped loving him. 

 That love was what had made Rome and its aftermath such a fucking nightmare! 

 Appius Livius Ocella had come very close to destroying my maker in Rome—not 

just his body, but his soul too. 

 And it had killed me to watch—and feel—Eric pushing me away after that.   

 I’d hated him for it.   

 At the time. 

 But now I loved him a little more for it. 

When Eric had set me free, it was the most unselfish thing that had ever been 

done for me, for—despite needing me desperately—he’d released me. 

I hadn’t understood my maker’s pain then.  And I knew that I never would—not 

really.   

Unlike me, Eric wasn’t truly independent in spirit, though he certainly couldn’t 

be classified as dependent either.  Indeed, from what I knew of his human life, his 

existence had been based upon codependence—though not the “negative kind” humans 

now discussed.   

 No—Eric’s kind of codependence was more like symbiosis.   

 Despite growing up in a home that required symbiosis for survival, I’d neither 

felt nor wanted to coexist.  The “co” part was just too goddamned tricky.   
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 It couldn’t be counted upon.  It wasn’t worth the risk.  My own mother had 

taught me that. 

 But Eric? 

 Well—he wasn’t afraid of the same demons I was.   

 He was a social being.  He’d grown up in a large community where the people 

truly “communed” in longhouses.  They’d huddled together through harsh winters.  

They’d toiled together when crops failed.  They’d fought together when other people 

groups had tried to conquer them. 

 And Eric had been a leader among them.  And that was the difference between 

us.  Eric had been in the position to lead his people.  But me?  I had been in a position 

only to stay silent—to take the punches life threw at me. 

 I hadn’t been able to punch back—until Eric made me a vampire. 

 

 Perhaps, my maker’s greatest mistake with choosing me had been not noticing 

just how much I would quickly want to be on my own.   

 He’d wanted a companion.  I’d wanted freedom. 

 Still, it wasn’t until after Rome that our differing philosophies had torn us apart 

forever. 

 And we were torn apart.   

Oh—I continued to love my maker, but I knew that we would never spend long 

periods of time together again.  We needed different things. 

 I think that he understood that now. 
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 And—honestly—I loved him too much to ever see him hurt so much again.  And 

as long as Appius was in the world, my maker’s pain would remain a possibility. 

 And that was why I’d jumped at the chance to eliminate that possibility. 

 I’d known about Marion.  Most vampires older than a hundred had heard her 

name.  But I hadn’t known her as my maker had.   

 I’d seen her once, but—not being the social sort—I’d not approached her. 

 Thus, I’d been surprised when I’d received her call.  

 But I’d immediately booked my flight to New York after getting it. 

 

 My vampire gift had been twofold.  I could fly like my maker—much to Pam’s 

chagrin.  And my sense of smell was more pronounced than any creature I’d ever 

known—including my maker. 

 That’s what made me such an effective hunter. 

But even a “normal” vampire could pick up almost every scent within a hundred 

feet of him or her. 

 Unless magic was involved.  

 And that was why a potion had arrived for me and Marion the night before.   

 I’d had a feeling that it was somehow from the Ancient Pythoness, so I asked.   

 After all, I’d never been one to allow a mystery to go unsolved. 

 “This is from Pythia, isn’t it?” I demanded, holding up the potion. 

 Marion chuckled and shook her head.  She was so much older than I—and 

revered.  But I figured she’d enjoy a little challenge.   
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“You know the Ancient Pythoness well enough to call her Pythia?” she asked. 

 “I don’t know her at all,” I said.  “I just don’t like having to use such a long 

fucking name.  It lacks economy.  And you didn’t deny this is from her,” I said, holding 

up the potion again. 

 “No,” Marion smirked.  “I did not.” 

 “Why has she shown an interest in my maker?” I asked. 

 “How do you know she has?”  

 “She met with him at Rhodes.” 

 “How do you know that?” Marion asked, obviously amused. 

 “I just know.  Tell me why,” I said.  I’d faced down enough elder vampires to 

know that directness often did the trick when it came to getting answers.  Of course, 

directness could also get a younger vampire killed.   

 So I’d used it sparingly.   

 “Your maker is in love, and that is all I know,” Marion said. 

 “If he’s in love, then Appius will do whatever it takes to kill the woman he 

desires!” I said immediately. 

 Certainly. 

 “Yes.  And that is why we are going to kill Appius now,” Marion said.  “Not that I 

wasn’t just waiting for a good chance anyway.” 

 “Why would Pythia care?” I asked. 

 Marion’s eyes took on a faraway look as if she were studying the past.  “It is 

always a mystery whom she likes—whom she supports.  Most of the time, she keeps 
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out of the business of others.  But a year ago, she called me and told me to begin 

preparing to kill Appius.  She told me to seek out your aid in order to ensure that Alexei 

would be eliminated at the same time.  Maybe she was just tired of the havoc they were 

wrecking.  Maybe she just appreciates,” she paused, “love.” 

 “So—my maker loves,” I commented. 

 “Like I said, that’s all I know,” Marion commented.  “And I’m only telling you 

that much because I know that—despite the distance between you and Eric—you are 

loyal to him.” 

 I bowed in agreement.  “Yes.”   

It took me only moments to remember all of the things my maker had done for 

me—all of the things that he’d taught me.  His greatest gift—his last one—had been 

sacrifice. 

 And I didn’t want him to have to sacrifice any more.   

I closed my eyes for a moment.  Eric—in love.  Yes—that was a good thing.  It 

was what he’d likely been looking for all of his life—as both a human and a vampire. 

 “Symbiosis,” I whispered. 

 “Do you have any questions about your task tonight?” Marion asked, changing 

the subject. 

 “No,” I whispered.  “None at all.” 

 

 I knew how to stalk prey.  It was what I’d become best at—thanks to my maker. 
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 My first “goal” as a vampire, after all, had been to hunt down the last vampire 

who had decimated the husband and children I’d never wanted—the mother and father 

and brother who had never imagined that life could be bigger than the existence they’d 

been dealt.   

 I’d lived on, while they had died, and I’d made sure that any guilt I’d felt was 

taken out on the vampire that had “gotten away.”  I’d taken my time.  I’d learned from 

my maker how to draw out my foe’s suffering. 

 And—in so doing—I’d found my calling.  

 I was an executioner.  And I trusted my own judgment to be the jury and the 

judge too.  That was probably why I’d always felt the need to be “apart” from others.  

One simply couldn’t remain unbiased if one was attached.   

 After Eric had released me, I became a hired “enforcer.”  My job was to “enforce” 

the rules of the vampire monarch I worked for.  And I was good at my job—at least 

when it came to the rules I concurred with. 

 Like I said: I was comfortable with being judge, jury, and executioner. 

 And during my long life, I’d killed only one being with malice. 

 That last vampire “lose end.”   

His name was Liam.  But by the time I was done with him, he’d not remembered 

it. 

Eric had supported my brutality, but had also encouraged me not to show it 

when there wasn’t a good reason. 

But now I had a really good fucking reason! 
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 And I was ready to kill a couple more vampires with extreme prejudice.  

 Appius and Alexei. 
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Part 2: Freedom 

With my scent covered, I watched Appius and Alexei’s debauchery from the 

secret passages of the old mansion.  Since I’d inherited my maker’s ability to fly, I’d 

hovered as I’d moved from one place to another—always careful not to make a sound.  

 As planned, Alastair had brought Alexei and Appius to the old mansion in the 

Hamptons where they had been entertained—which amounted to participating in 

orgies—for several nights.  It was a miracle that no humans had died. 

 If Alastair hadn’t been there to somewhat control things, I’m sure there would 

have been fatalities. 

 I was used to watching people—as it had been a large part of my employment 

for many years, but being a voyeur of Appius and Alexei, as Marion and I waited for 

our best chance to slay them, wasn’t pleasant.  At least I could focus on Alastair some of 

the time.  When I took a lover, he was generally like Alastair: fun and passionate, in 

contrast to my generally moody personality.   

 During the previous years, Alastair had spent enough time with Alexei and 

Appius to know that—eventually—Appius would want to “take a break” from his 

child.  He’d want to sneak off to fuck another man or two in private—a practice that 

rattled Alexei to no end.  However, Appius had come to count on Alastair during these 

times—both to protect his child and to ensure that Alexei didn’t do anything too stupid!  
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 Apparently, according to Alastair, Alexei pouted like a fucking infant when 

Appius commanded him to “be good!”   

And Appius hated doing anything his youngest child didn’t like, so he’d begun 

depending upon Alastair. 

 I stifled a growl.  How Appius could treat Eric—who was the model of what a 

vampire should be—with such cruelty, while he treated a fuckwit like Alexei with kid 

gloves, was beyond me!  

 Marion—who’d been watching with me—interrupted my revelry and nodded 

toward the attractive blond man whom Alastair had just introduced to the group.   

 Appius was clearly on the hook. 

 His end was near. 

 

 It was a simple plan. 

 While Appius was distracted with another man, Alexei would be vulnerable. 

 And Alastair would not be protecting him. 

 I would kill Alexei.  And—as Appius felt the sting of his child’s demise and was 

momentarily weakened—Marion would end him. 

 Despite the plan’s simplicity, however, so many things could go wrong. 

 Plus, the plan was ultimately unsatisfying.  I wanted for Appius to suffer for 

days, weeks, months. 

 No—for a thousand years.  

 But that was impossible, for—with Appius—Eric would suffer. 
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 I wouldn’t even be able to prolong the death of the whelp since Appius needed 

to feel his death out of the blue—not just his pain! 

 Very unsatisfying.   

 

 Everything had been going so well.   

 I’d killed Alexei, slicing him from bowel to brain before making another cut to 

totally remove his head from his shoulders.  

 But then I’d heard a scream.   

 I’d moved as quickly as I was capable of moving until I was in the room where 

Appius had taken his human prey.  The human was clearly dead, though Appius was 

still sucking the last bit of blood from his body. 

 Marion was under a silver net. 

 “You killed my child!” Appius seethed after a final slurp—before throwing the 

human to the side.  “And this bitch thought she could kill me—as if I haven’t learned to 

use countermeasures during my many years.  As if I haven’t learned to smell trouble 

like rotting eggs!” he boomed.  

 Appius took a step toward me as Marion struggled in the corner. 

 “Karin the Slaughterer, are you ready to become Karin the Slaughtered?” he 

taunted, having clearly gotten beyond the pain of Alexei’s death thanks to the drained 

human.  His almost black eyes looked as cruel and insane as they’d looked in Rome. 

 “Of course, I’ll be killing your whelp too,” Appius said, glancing over his 

shoulder at Marion.  “But I want that to last—since he is a betrayer!” 
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 He looked back at me.  “You—I will kill quickly.  And then I will find your 

vampire sister and kill her.  Eric will feel you both dying.  He’ll know the pain of lost 

children.”  He smiled cruelly.  “And then I will take him unto me again.  He will suffer 

and suffer until he has made up for Alexei’s death, as well as this half-witted plot 

against me!” 

 I glanced at the clock: 5:45 a.m.  The sun would be up soon.   

 The room had grown quiet.  I intended to fight for my life, for the lives of my 

friends, for the life of my sister, for the life of my maker. 

 However, even with a sword in my hands, I knew that I was no match for my 

maker’s maker. 

 No match at all. 

 Appius stood staring me down for several moments—enjoying his superiority.  I 

wanted to kneel before him—to grovel before his power.  But I refused.  I would die 

standing if I could. 

 And then . . . . 

 Then . . . . 

 I cannot quite describe what happened then. 

 All of a sudden, a faint green color invaded the room.  And with it came the 

slightest scent of magic. 

 I heard the clock on the mantle click. 

 Click. 

 I thought of my human life. 
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 Click. 

 I thought of my maker. 

 Click. 

 I thought of the possibility of finding happiness during my existence. 

 Click. 

 I thought of how my maker had done just that—by finding love. 

 Click. 

 And in that second, I felt a surge of hope. 

 I raised my sword, and Appius laughed heartily.   

 Click. 

 Click. 

 My hands shook in fear as Appius took a step toward me. 

 Click. 

 This was it. 

 Click. 

 And then there was a blur as Marion’s chains literally flew away from her body; 

she propelled herself at Appius. 

 Click. 

 My maker had taught me all he knew about wielding a sword.  And I swung 

mine as the blur that was Marion and Appius jetted in my direction.  

 Click. 

 There was a fifty-fifty chance that I would strike the right vampire. 
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 Odds that I would take when it came to killing Appius. 

 Click. 

 Click. 

 However, I didn’t just strike Appius. 

 I decapitated the mother fucker. 

 

TWO YEARS LATER 

 “This is Sue Jenson, my companion,” my maker introduced.   

 The blond woman nodded respectfully, though there was an ease about her 

greeting.  She was dressed in a cherry-red sundress that hugged curves that I figured 

my maker obsessed over—given what I knew about his taste in women.  Sue’s blue eyes 

settled upon me as if she’d heard a lot about me—as if she liked me already.   

 I nodded to the sweet-smelling human, but said nothing about my own 

suspicions—that she was the reason why my maker had “felt” so happy since Marion 

and I had ended Appius.  Such a suggestion just wouldn’t have been appropriate to 

make during a first meeting. 

I noticed immediately that Pamela seemed amiable towards Eric’s human 

companion—if a snarky comment about her dress could be considered amiability. 

 The bar wasn’t open—as it was a Monday night—so Pam brought a bottle of 

TrueBlood to me as I sat down in a booth with Eric and Sue.  I noticed that Pam didn’t 

bring any synthetic blood for my maker, though she did bring a gin and tonic for Sue. 
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 “I’ll be in the back—doing paperwork,” Pam sighed as if put-out by the task 

ahead of her.  I would be too.  I couldn’t imagine doing such a repetitive task all the 

time.  My vampire sibling winked at me.  “But you and I will go out later—after you’re 

done with ‘the Cleavers.’” 

 I nodded in agreement.  I’d not spent much time with Pam, but I did enjoy her 

company.   

“Thanks, Beav,” Eric said with a roll of his eyes as Pam left the bar area. 

 “Beav?  Cleavers?” I asked him. 

 In my mind, I was thinking of a broad-bladed hatchet.  The weapons of the past 

were crude in a way, but I “missed” a good cleaver very much. 

 Using one had been how I’d gotten my nickname. 

 But I couldn’t imagine the dainty human female in front of me wielding one. 

 Sue rolled her eyes playfully.  “Your sister thinks we’re boring.  The Cleavers 

were a television family from the 1950s and 60s.” 

 “A wholesome family,” Eric smirked. 

 “And the Beav was one of their kids,” Sue added. 

 “The child who is always in need of lessons because of his mischievous 

behavior,” Eric picked up. 

 “Plus, it’s short for Beaver, so—uh—that kind of works as a nickname for Pam, 

too—um—since she likes it so much,” Sue said with a blush. 

 Eric chuckled, and I joined him. 
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 It was clear that the couple in front of me was close—even finishing each other’s 

thoughts. 

 The lightness about Eric was also clear.    

   “How is Alastair?” my maker asked me as I took a drink of TrueBlood.  Unlike 

other vampires, I didn’t mind the synthetic beverage so much.  It had its uses, and I was 

a fan of anything useful.  Plus, it had allowed for new possibilities for vampires. 

 I was a fan of those too. 

 “Well enough the last time I saw him,” I said of my former lover.   

After Appius was killed, I’d allowed myself to pursue my interest in the 

handsome vampire.  For a while, I worked as one of his bodyguards as he continued his 

database project.  I’d taken my job very seriously—both guarding and defiling his body 

as often as possible.   

But—despite the fun we’d had and our almost-constant traveling—I eventually 

felt the need to be on my own for a while, though I’d promised my maker a visit before 

I went on one of my walkabouts—as Pam called them.  

When I’d called Eric, he had asked that I come for my visit on a Monday—this 

particular Monday—when the bar would be empty so that he could “be easier” with his 

companion.  It was already clear to me that the couple in front of me didn’t conform to 

the “normal” vampire-companion dynamic.   

And, of course, my maker had grown weary of Fangtasia and its clientele.  In 

fact, Eric had given Pam his stakes in Fangtasia in exchange for being able to use the 

club whenever he wished for Area 5 business.   
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“So—what is next for you?” Eric asked me. 

“I have not explored much of Mexico or Central America,” I said. 

He smiled slightly.  “Then you will enjoy yourself.” 

“And you?” I asked.   

“My companion and I are building a new home.  And—in the winter—we will 

travel to Europe to do some exploring of our own.” 

“So—you’ve decided not to renew your sheriff’s contract?” I asked him, even as I 

studied the subtle tenderness on display before me.  One of my maker’s arms was slung 

casually around Sue’s shoulder, and she was leaning against him.  

More like curled into him.   

His free hand was playing with one of hers.   

“Actually, I’ve renegotiated with Sophie-Anne.  I will keep a permanent home in 

Area 5, and Pam and I will be sharing the sheriff’s duties.  Being a sheriff has too many 

perks to give up completely—though I want to cut back on my work for a while.” 

“What did you have to promise Pam in order for her to agree?” I chuckled.  

“A spring trip to Paris fashion week—with my black card,” Eric returned.  “And 

a new sister,” he added. 

I looked at Sue. 

“You?” I asked, though the answer was obvious. 

She nodded.  “After our vacation.  I wanna see some places in the sun, but once 

we get home, we’re gonna do it,” she smiled.  
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I could see no hesitation in her eyes about becoming a vampire, and—in my 

maker’s eyes—I saw only joy. 

 “You are bonded,” I commented.  The scent of the connection was clear. 

 “Yes,” Eric said. 

 “You know that a bonded child cannot separate from his or her maker,” I said, 

knowing that I would find such a thing torturous.   

 “We don’t want to separate,” Sue said firmly. 

 I nodded.  To each her own—I supposed.  

 “No we don’t,” Eric concurred. 

 Or his own—obviously.   

 “Thank you for coming tonight,” Eric said after a few moments of quiet.  “There 

is something that my bonded and I have wanted to do for a while, but we didn’t want 

to do it without you present.” 

 “Oh?” I asked. 

 “We are going to get married and pledged, and we’d like for you to be a witness 

to it,” Sue said a little nervously. 

 “You are surprised?” my maker asked when I couldn’t quite hide my reaction. 

 I took a moment.   

 Sue patted Eric’s arm, and he immediately helped her out of the booth.  “I’m 

gonna go talk to Pam about the arrangements for tomorrow night,” she said, smiling up 

at Eric and then at me.  “Whatever you decide, Karin, it was nice meetin’ you.”   
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 I nodded at her and watched my maker watch her with loving eyes as she moved 

toward the back of the bar. 

 “She smells sweet,” I commented knowingly when he sat back down. 

 He nodded in confirmation.  “Thankfully, no one seems to recognize the scent for 

what it is,” he said meaningfully and so quietly that I knew Pam wouldn’t hear. 

 “But you knew I would,” I said. 

 He shrugged.  “I wasn’t sure.  You’ve been around a lot of blocks.  And you are a 

good guesser.”  He chuckled.  “Plus, I’ve never come across someone with a better 

sense of smell than you.  That being said, I am neither confirming nor denying what she 

might be—not even to you.” 

 I smirked.  “She’s your companion and future child.  And that’s pretty much all 

she is—as far as I’m concerned.” 

 “Pretty much?” he asked with a smirk. 

 “She is also the reason for your happiness,” I stated with surety. 

 “You are another reason.  I know you helped to kill Appius; I know you killed 

Alexei.” 

 “It was my pleasure,” I said honestly—and with a smile.  

 “Still—you have my thanks.” 

 I shrugged.  “You gave me my life.  So I still owe you.” 

 He shook his head and took my hand.  “You owe me nothing, dottir,” he said 

sincerely.  “Still—I hope that you will watch me marry and pledge.” 
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 “You know—I’m not surprised,” I said, responding to his earlier question.  “I’m 

not surprised that you have tied your life to Sue and wish to tie it more.  You are the 

kind of man who thrives when sharing your life, and—if you believe Sue is worthy—

then I am happy for you.  I will come to your pledging—your wedding.  It will be my 

honor.” 

 He nodded.  “Thank you.” 

 

 I stood off to the side and watched my maker’s companion walk toward Eric on 

the arm of her brother.   

 The back yard of an old, though newly refurbished, farmhouse was serving as 

the “wedding” venue.   

 The only other vampire there was Pam. 

 She stood next to our maker as his “best man.” 

 A pretty brunette named Dawn was serving as Sue’s matron of honor.  There 

were many humans present—and a shifter and his family.   

 The elegant decorations had obviously been overseen by Pam.  White lanterns lit 

up the night.  Tables were set up to the side of the ceremony area and surrounded a 

dance floor.   

There were white daisies placed nearly everywhere it seemed, except for one 

bouquet of pink lilies, which lay on an otherwise empty chair in the front row of the 

ceremony gathering. 
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 My maker’s bride was dressed in ivory and lace, and her smile seemed never-

ending.  Eric, too, smiled widely at her as she approached. 

 I’d been surprised to see that the part-demon Desmond Cataliades would be 

officiating, but—then again—very few individuals in Louisiana had agreed to perform 

vampire-human weddings, even though the law that allowed them had passed almost 

six months before.  Plus, Cataliades could file the necessary paperwork for the pledging 

ceremony, too. 

 Thus, the part-demon’s presence could have been judged as merely pragmatic on 

my maker’s part—though, from the almost paternal look Cataliades bestowed upon 

Sue—I figured there was more to it than that. 

 The ceremony itself was lovely—if not a little too sentimental for my tastes. 

 Vows of unending love and fidelity were made.   

 And I could tell that they were meant too. 

 Rings were exchanged. 

 A passionate kiss was “taken.”  

 Then Sue handed Eric the pledging dagger.   

 The humans seemed unphased as blood was exchanged.   

 Several human women cried. 

 A few small human children shifted with boredom in their seats.   

 Through it all, Eric and Sue seemed to have eyes only for each other. 

 The ceremony ended with them both thanking God—or in Eric’s case gods—for 

“time itself.”   
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 It seemed an odd thing to express thanks for in some ways, but—strangely 

enough—I could imagine nothing more appropriate for the couple. 

 

 “You are wondering why everyone is calling Sue, ‘Sookie,’” Pam said as the 

happy couple shared a dance an hour later. 

 “Not enough to ask our maker about it,” I said. 

 Pam chuckled.  “You have to be wondering why Mr. Cataliades is here.” 

 “Not enough to ask our maker about it,” I repeated. 

 My vampire sister smiled at me.  “You were always the better kid.  Eric has had 

to ask me not to ask about a lot of things since Sookie came into his life.” 

 “I’m sure he has his reasons,” I commented. 

 “And I’m sure they are good ones, so I’ve refrained from asking.” 

 “How many pairs of shoes did that cost Eric?” I smirked. 

 “Enough.”  She elbowed me in the side good-naturedly.  “You know—I am 

looking forward to having a sister who will actually spend more than a couple of hours 

a decade with me,” she commented, rolling her eyes at me. 

 “Perhaps that’s all the time with you I can stomach,” I deadpanned. 

 “Don’t be ridiculous.  Everyone loves me,” she returned. 

 “And it’s all about you—right?” I smirked. 

 “Of course,” Pam returned sarcastically. 

 “Tell him I said goodbye—okay?” I asked as I watched Eric and Sue get more 

and more caught up in one another. 
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 “Of course,” Pam said, but in a sincere tone this time. 

 “Call me if anything ever happens to endanger that,” I said, gesturing toward the 

dancing couple.  

 “You’ll be the first I call,” she promised, looking at our maker and his bride with 

a smile.   

 I smiled too as I took to the air. 

 I hadn’t ever been religious—even during my human life.  Still, I said a prayer to 

anyone who might be listening that Eric and Sue could have lifetime after lifetime 

together. 

 Time after time. 

The End.  
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